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the "conquests" add-on adds a brand new victory condition. it turns the game into a
conquest mode, where the player needs to control enough of the world in order to win.
it's the most popular add-on by far, and it's easy to see why. the campaign features a
completely different style of play, but you can also play through it as a play-by-ease
game. the expansion adds new units and techs, new music, and bonus civilizations,

including the new "empire builder" culture from the gods & monsters expansion pack.
the 1960s and 1970s were the glory years of plastic toys. kids played with them all day,

every day. it was a major part of their childhoods. toys were often the first contact a
child had with the world of plastic. along with the toys came the companies that made
them. during this time, the world of toys changed, too. kids now got more toys for less
money. and they had more options to choose from. cars, trucks, trains, and airplanes
were now plastic. games like monopoly and checkers were now plastic. and there was

even a toy called the "cup o' joe," which let kids play with plastic coffee cups in the same
way you could play with plastic cups today. by the 1980s, though, it became clear that
the modern world of plastic toys wasn't actually as great as the consumer public had

believed. children were playing less. and much of the plastic toys of the era were of poor
quality. in fact, it was a time of widespread recalls. and it was a time when our view of

plastics began to change, just as our view of the plastic world of the future did. the most
important new feature in civ iii was the concept of victory conditions. at the time of its
release, civ ii had been a hit with players. but civ ii encouraged players to play to win,

which is great if you're playing a game that revolves around not losing. civ iii was
designed to encourage players to play to play the game well. and to a great extent, it
succeeded. civ iii, and its descendants, have become some of the most enduring and

long-lived games in the series. civ iii is also notable for the number of sequels it
spawned. it was followed by civ iv, civ v, civ vi, and civ vii. more than half of the series'
titles are continuations, with a new game released every year, on average, since civ iii.

and unlike most of the series' titles, civ iii introduced a form of victory conditions to
replace the ancient (and archaic) ancient prophets and endless winter victory conditions.
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the civilization game is actually in three parts: the core game (which is the only game
that you can buy), the online multiplayer game, and a single player game known as

conquests. the core game was designed to be played by two players, but the conquests
game can be played by either two players or by one person, with the help of a second
computer. the single player mode is actually a lot of fun, as it's a great way to discover

what the game is about, how to play the game, and to learn how to play with the second
computer as your partner. the online multiplayer game is very enjoyable when you have
a group of people to play with, and provides tons of different kinds of fun and challenges.
the single player mode and multiplayer modes are available on either the pc or mac. the
multiplayer is available online as a downloadable game, or as an option on the disc. in
the game, the player assumes the role of the leader of an ethnic group from one of the
three superpowers that have united to fight the evil and cruel huns and their khazar-
influenced war machine. the player begins with a small tribal village at the top of a

foothill. as the player progresses, he or she can build cities, use technologies, and unlock
the full potential of that civilization through research and trade. the player is free to
pursue any of the special interests of the three cultural civilizations (of the greek,
egyptian, and chinese dynasties) or any of the four cultural groups (turks, arabs,

mongols, and germans). the game's opening has a medieval feel, with one of the first
things the player is introduced to being the concept of "trade." the civilization has been
at peace for a number of years, which allows it to become somewhat decadent in some
ways. for example, not only does the city have the most costly houses in the game, but

the citizens also have the most expensive, "confectioner's" houses, which are only
available to the elite. in addition, some of the citizens are able to do business on a larger
scale, as seen with the expansion of the range of goods they can sell. they can also build

additional roads and bridges, hire more workers, and acquire additional buildings.
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